Cultural Revolution is happening

DAX

1.3 Trillion €
Shareholder Value
100+ years

Decentralized Networks

0.4 Trillion €
Ecosystem Incentives
6 years

no "trusted" party
exponential innovation
“open heart operation”

Staff 60
MCap 300b$

Staff 70
MCap 1b$

Staff 0
MCap 3b$

Staff 150
MCap 23b$
Change is inevitable, we are here to accelerate it for the better!

#opensource frameworks
#consortium  #200+ global affiliates
#decentralized operating system
#non-profit

energyweb.org

#sharing knowledge  #demo pilots
#networking  #workshops  #get
inspired  #feel the pulse of the
industry

eventhorizonsummit.com

Building and operating grid-aware
energy markets enabling a continuous
market evolution for our ecosystem

gridsingularity.com
Grid-aware energy markets
Unlocking market access, new degrees of freedom in energy trading and scaling energy communities

Where do you want to buy / sell to?
What do you want to buy / sell to?
Who do you want to buy from / sell to?
Marketplace connecting Everyone

Grid Operator
- Grid Management
- Market Operation
- GS
- API
- Flex Tariff
- Flex Exchange*
- Spot Exchange
- Grid Fees
- Flex Exchange*
- Balancing Exchange*
- Clearing
- Settlement

Aggregator
- Trading Agent
- Bids/Offers
- Attributes
- Data Exchange
- Simulations

Prosumer
- APP
- GS
- Ecosystem

* in development
JOIN US

Start Your Journey at gridsingularity.com

Take part in our soft launch at d3a.io and join our public slack gsycommunity.slack.com or write to us at contact@gridsingularity.com